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Stone
«Your frame creaks, yields to pain, as if we were dragged down

damp, fluid, dim initiation dens, hidden senses,
in your bowels, we are silent sons, moulds, in your moving urn.»

Francesca Nicoli

Everything has its origin in stone, and stone is the origin of everything.
The living soil, which gives life, is nothing but a transformation of stone.

It is the result of a long work made by the sun, the water and the wind. Slowly,
the rock is broken into pieces and remoulded to give origin to silt, clay, soft sand.

Rock, earth, life. The double nature of this element is amazing: hard raw
material, resistant to light, heat, and cold, and at the same time easy to mould
in order to become the basis to create wonderful works in artists’ hands. It
was used as canvas for the first paintings ever released by human beings. It
made the great sculptures of the past possible, were they the Hellenistic
masterpieces or the great works of the Renaissance. It was used to build city
walls, fortresses, and the gothic cathedrals, huge buildings whose language
was made up of esoteric symbols.

Ataraxia have made stone their starting point. They have used this raw
material to set the foundations of their manor, in order to have them stronger
enough to resist the assaults of time. «Ad perpetuam rei memoriam», the album
I was struck by the very first night I listened to them, is made of stone. From
this album all the next musical developments of Ataraxia will have their origin.

«When every word, every emotion, every impulse expires; when even
breathing to keep a “human machine” alive becomes impossible, then death and
annihilation become the only way possible. But, every death is followed by a
rebirth, a timid step towards the world of senses, in the cycle of nature, in the
rites of fertility and fecundation. Black and white give in to lashes of colours,
explosions of pulse, and the heavenly bodies, that govern the flowing of events,
no longer indifferent and cynical, give us back our sensitivity. Like dazzled,
trembling human beings, we create our earth, air, water and fire myths.
Penetrating the lush garden of Psyche and Desire, where every flash and every
sound acquire a metaphysical value, we reach the sacred fulcrum, and we make
our spiritual nature prevail over the material one, knowledge over blind violence.»

Francesca Nicoli from «Ad perpetuam rei memoriam»

«Prophetia», the overture track, is the first important step to understand
the entire will-be production of the band. It is a sacral hymn built on vocals
and keyboards. Both the hardness and the simplicity of rock are present in it.
«Aigues Mortes» strikes both for its martial and ethereal nature. In it, Francesca
shifts from very high registers to low pitches, giving a sample of her wide
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vocal extension. The part recited in German and the solemn finale, make this
track one of the most beautiful songs ever written by Ataraxia. The band owns
an innate ability to create atmospheres. This happens, for example, in «Tu es
la force du silence», a walk along the corridors and the empty rooms of a
castle, and in «Flée et Fabian» that evokes fantastic landscapes, visions of
elfish cities, and walks along the paths of an enchanted garden. Sometimes,
the rock the album is made of tends to melt as it happens in arias such as
«Emeraude», where the flute seems to come from a cloister at the centre of
which there is a fountain, so quiet and magic is the atmosphere that it evokes.
«Ad perpetuam rei memoriam» is an album characterised by a strong contrast
between the martial tunes and the contemplative arias. Although it is
heterogeneous in its content (containing tracks coming from different demotapes
produced between 1990 and 1993), it represents a basic work, a milestone in
the history of the band and of the whole Italian gothic music.

Stone has often been a tangible geographical source of inspiration. The
album «Os Cavaleiros do Templo», a live album recorded in Portugal, is a
clear example of this. Its box contained a CD and a VHS that are now out of
catalogue. This live, together with previously released songs, introduces also
exclusive tunes written expressly for the event. These new songs are the ones
I am going to talk about.

«Portugal is a casket of secrets. Our wandering in a land which flavours
as Time, proved to be an initiatory voyage through the noble testimonies of
rock that rose along the way, stone symphonies which were able to conceal
the mysteries of equilibrium and wisdom. We had enough time, enough time
to observe, to feel, to meditate inside the walls of the embroidered cloisters,
in the ascetic immobility of the cathedrals, on the peaks of this last part of
West that opens to the ocean…

The Portuguese experience was a revelation: Mosteiro dos Jeronimos,
Batalha, Alcobaca, Almourol, Tomar, are all passages to enter illumination.
It is surprising to realise that places so full of sacredness, places that have
kept the power to transmit knowledge over the centuries, still breathe. These
are voyages from which we come back changed and enriched.

We return music for what we have received from silence.»
Francesca Nicoli. from «Os Cavaleiros do Templo»


